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Abstract
Route hijacking is one of the most severe security problems
in today’s Internet, and route origin hijacking is the most com-
mon. While origin hijacking detection systems are already
available, they suffer from tremendous pressures brought by
frequent legitimate Multiple origin ASes (MOAS) conflicts.
They detect MOAS conflicts on the control plane and then
identify origin hijackings by data-plane probing or even man-
ual verification. However, legitimate changes in prefix owner-
ship can also cause MOAS conflicts, which are the majority
of MOAS conflicts daily. Massive legitimate MOAS conflicts
consume many resources for probing and identification, re-
sulting in high verification costs and high verification latency
in practice. In this paper, we propose a new origin hijacking
system T hemis to accelerate the detection of origin hijacking.
Based on the ground truth dataset we built, we analyze the
characteristics of different MOAS conflicts and train a clas-
sifier to filter out legitimate MOAS conflicts on the control
plane. The accuracy and recall of the MOAS classifier are
95.49% and 99.20%, respectively. Using the MOAS classi-
fier, T hemis reduces 56.69% of verification costs than Argus,
the state-of-the-art, and significantly accelerates the detection
when many concurrent MOAS conflicts occur. The overall
accuracy of T hemis is almost the same as Argus.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet is composed of more than 70,000 Autonomous
Systems (ASes). ASes use Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
to advertise their IP prefixes and exchange routing informa-
tion with each other. However, BGP lacks authentication and
validation of announced routes, which severely compromises
the reliability of inter-domain routing. In other words, an AS
can easily advertise invalid routing information to redirect
normal routes, which is called route hijacking. For example,
an AS can claim to be the origin for prefixes it does not own
to engage in malicious activities such as traffic disruption,
sending spam [54], DDoS attacks [21], or stealing crypto

currencies [26]. This kind of route hijacking is called origin
hijacking.

Origin hijacking is the most commonly observed type of
route hijacking [2, 10, 16, 49, 54], which accounts for about
70% of route hijacking incidents observed by Oracle Internet
Intelligence [16] and BGPmon [2]. Origin hijacking can be
caused by accidental misconfigurations [19, 22] or malicious
attacks [15, 17, 20], often resulting in serious routing and
security problems. For instance, in 2008, Pakistan Telecom hi-
jacked YouTube for two hours due to misconfigurations [22].
In 2017, a Russian government-controlled telecommunication
company hijacked more than 20 financial services worldwide
for seven minutes [15]. More recently, in Apr. 2020, Rost-
elecom announced massive prefixes belonging to Akamai,
Amazon AWS, Cloudflare, Digital Ocean, and 200 other In-
ternet Service Providers (ISPs), causing widespread service
disruptions [20].

In order to improve the trustability and reliability of inter-
domain routing, various mechanisms have been proposed to
defend against origin hijacking. They can be divided into two
main categories: proactive prevention [30, 39, 40, 42, 52] and
reactive detection [32, 35, 41, 50, 51, 53, 55]. Proactive preven-
tion mechanisms (e.g. RPKI [30]) usually use cryptography to
authorize all legitimate origin ASes for the prefix in advance
to prevent origin hijacking. However, these mechanisms are
fully effective only when deployed by all ASes, which is a
long way to go [44, 45].

Therefore, many networks prefer to rely on reactive de-
tection mechanisms [49], which monitor BGP updates from
BGP monitors worldwide and raise alarms when detecting
route hijackings. Recent proposals (e.g. Argus [51]) combine
both control-plane analysis and data-plane probing to make
the detection. On the control plane, they first detect all multi-
ple origin ASes (MOAS) conflicts based on historical BGP
data. MOAS is a special phenomenon in BGP when multiple
ASes originate an IP address block. It is an obvious manifes-
tation of origin hijacking since the hijacker and the victim
originate the same IP address block in BGP updates. How-
ever, although RFC 1930 [34] discourages MOAS in practical
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operations, it is frequently observed that legitimate changes
in prefix ownership caused by business cooperation, IP ad-
dress transfer/leasing, or DDoS protection services can also
result in MOAS [28,38,56], i.e. legitimate MOAS. Therefore,
MOAS conflicts observed on the control plane cannot simply
be equated with origin hijackings but also include legitimate
MOAS conflicts. Since it is difficult to differentiate origin
hijackings from legitimate MOAS conflicts based on MOAS
data alone [56], detection mechanisms use traceroutes/pings
for each MOAS conflict and then identify origin hijackings
based on data-plane reachability information.

However, existing detection approaches suffer from high
verification costs and latency. Since their accuracy is sensi-
tive to practical factors such as the location of selected probe
points or the choice of the live IP address, manual verification
is often required in practice [50]. Note that legitimate MOAS
happens much more frequently than origin hijacking in real-
ity. Hence, many legitimate MOAS conflicts often consume
considerable resources for data-plane probing and manual ver-
ification, which significantly increases the verification costs
and latency. Considering that route origin hijackings can pol-
lute 90% of the Internet in less than two minutes [51], even a
one-minute latency may cause high financial loss.

In this paper, we provide a systematic empirical analysis of
the potential causes of legitimate MOAS conflicts and the be-
havioral features of hijackers. Based on a ground truth dataset
that we construct, we identify six dominant characteristics
that can separate legitimate MOAS from origin hijacking. We
capture 26 features and train an Extra-Tree classifier. The
accuracy and recall of the classifier are 95.49% and 99.20%,
respectively. However, we note that some practical legitimate
MOAS conflicts are more complicated than legitimate MOAS
conflicts of our ground truth dataset, which may be mistakenly
classified as origin hijackings. Therefore, we propose a new
origin hijacking detection system, i.e. T hemis, by adding the
classifier between existing control-plane analysis and data-
plane probing. The classifier is responsible for classifying
MOAS conflicts into legitimate MOAS conflicts and potential
hijackings. After that, T hemis only needs to perform data-
plane probing for a small number of potential hijackings. Our
evaluation shows that T hemis reduces verification costs by an
average of 56.69% than Argus and significantly accelerates
the detection when many concurrent MOAS conflicts occur.
Since the classifier rarely has false negatives and T hemis uses
the same data-plane method as Argus, the overall accuracy of
T hemis is almost the same as Argus.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
accelerates the real-time origin hijacking detection by putting
a control-plane machine-learning (ML) classifier to filter
out legitimate MOAS. While there are previous works
[28, 37, 38, 56] which observed and analyzed MOAS, they
just confirm the prevalence of legitimate MOAS and suggest
several possible reasons behind special cases without delving
into how legitimate MOAS differs from origin hijacking.
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Figure 1: Examples of origin hijacking.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Origin Hijacking and Legitimate MOAS

Origin Hijacking. Origin Hijacking, or illegitimate MOAS,
is the most commonly observed type of route hijacking. It
is usually caused by misconfigurations or malicious attacks.
Origin hijacking usually does not last long, but can cause se-
rious routing and security problems such as traffic disruption
and financial losses.

Figure 1 shows two examples of origin hijacking. Assume
that AS1 owns and legitimately announces prefix 10.0.0.0/23.
The BGP advertisement is propagated between neighbors.
The AS-path attribute < x . . . y > sequentially records the
passed ASNs, where the last one is the origin AS. In the first
example, AS4 is the hijacker and illegitimately announces the
exact same prefix 10.0.0.0/23. As a result, AS2 and AS3 learn
two routes to prefix 10.0.0.0/23 but with different origin ASes.
For AS3, one route is <4> and the other is <2 1>. Since the
route with a shorter AS-path is preferred in BGP, AS3 chooses
the wrong route <4> and then forwards traffic destined to
prefix 10.0.0.0/23 to AS4. While for AS2, it chooses the
legitimate route with a shorter AS-path <1> and is not polluted
by AS4. This problem, called exact-prefix origin hijacking
or exact origin hijacking for short, can pollute parts of the
Internet that are close to the hijacker.

The other type of origin hijacking is sub-prefix origin hi-
jacking or sub origin hijacking for short. As shown in the
second example of Figure 1, the hijacker AS4 announces a
sub prefix 10.0.0.0/24 of prefix 10.0.0.0/23. Since the route
with a more specific prefix is preferred, the entire Internet
may be polluted. Therefore, sub origin hijacking has a more
significant impact than exact origin hijacking.

Legitimate MOAS. Although RFC 1930 recommends that
a prefix should originate from only one AS, a series of pre-
vious works [28, 38, 56] have observed that legitimate net-
work engineering practices can also lead to MOAS conflicts,
i.e. legitimate MOAS. Zhao et al. [56] pioneer the analy-
sis of MOAS conflicts and discover that not all MOAS con-
flicts are origin hijackings but can also occur for legitimate
reasons such as announcing exchange point addresses and
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multi-homing. They mainly focus on the duration of MOAS
conflicts and conclude that most MOAS conflicts are short-
lived, especially origin hijackings caused by misconfigura-
tions, which often last less than one day. They believe that
the duration can be a useful heuristic to distinguish between
origin hijacking and legitimate MOAS. However, this char-
acteristic does not apply to real-time hijacking detection. In-
spired by Zhao et al., Chin [28] and Jacquemart et al. [38]
further study the prevalence and temporal characteristics of
MOAS conflicts. They revisit the work of Zhao et al. and
further confirm the prevalence of legitimate MOAS. Besides,
Chin observes that multinational companies or companies
hosting servers in multiple data centers may advertise the
same prefixes from different origin ASes. For example, the
subsidiary of Glenayre Technologies in China and its parent
office in the US announce the same prefix using individual
ASNs. Through this operation, traffic from China can be for-
warded directly to the subsidiary rather than to the United
States, and thus the latency is greatly reduced. This finding in-
spires us to study potential commercial relationships between
origin ASes announcing the same IP address block. It is worth
noting, that the use of commercial relationship information is
not novel (e.g. Schlamp et al. [48] uses IRR database to build
an organization graph). In this work, this information is only
a part of our characteristics and is put to better use.

Previous works have proposed a few reasons (e.g. commer-
cial relationships) behind legitimate MOAS conflicts, but they
mainly focus on the duration of MOAS conflicts and do not
systematically study the general characteristics that can accu-
rately differentiate origin hijackings from legitimate MOAS
conflicts. It is difficult to distinguish legitimate MOAS and
origin hijacking in real time based on existing MOAS charac-
teristics. Besides, they mainly study exact-prefix legitimate
MOAS. Our analysis in Section 4 shows that there are signifi-
cant differences between exact-prefix legitimate MOAS and
sub-prefix legitimate MOAS in some characteristics. We ab-
breviate the two types of legitimate MOAS as exact legitimate
MOAS and sub legitimate MOAS.

2.2 Motivations and Goals

Since it is hard to distinguish between origin hijackings and
legitimate MOAS conflicts solely based on control-plane data,
Argus performs data-plane probing on all MOAS conflicts
to identify real origin hijackings. Since legitimate MOAS
conflicts account for the majority of MOAS conflicts, most re-
sources are wasted on identifying legitimate MOAS conflicts,
which greatly increases verification costs and latency. To ad-
dress this problem, Artemis [50] proposes a self-operated
hijacking detection system. Artemis identifies origin hijack-
ings with private information, i.e. all legitimate origin ASes
of its prefixes. However, it only works when its prefixes are
hijacked. For example, in Figure 1, even if AS3 operates
Artemis, it is still unable to determine whether AS4 announc-

ing prefix 10.0.0.0/23 is an origin hijacking or a legitimate
MOAS conflict.

In this paper, we try to study general characteristics that
can differentiate origin hijacking from legitimate MOAS and
train a machine-learning (ML) classifier to evaluate the appli-
cability of these characteristics. Furthermore, we propose a
new origin hijacking detection system, called Themis, based
on the classifier. For each MOAS conflict, T hemis first cap-
tures its characteristics and then conducts data-plane probing
only if it is classified as a potential hijacking by the classifier.
Although it is unable to make final decisions solely based
on the classifier, T hemis significantly reduces the workload
for data-plane probing and accelerates the detection of origin
hijacking compared to current practices.

Low false negative rate and low false positive rate are two
important targets of the classifier. False positive means that
a legitimate MOAS conflict is identified as a potential hi-
jacking. Hence, the false positive rate is proportional to the
verification costs and latency of T hemis. Compared to false
positive rate, we are more concerned about the false negative
rate. False negative means that a real hijacking is mistakenly
considered as a legitimate MOAS conflict. In this case, the
hijacker can successfully hijack traffic destined to the victim
without being detected. Therefore, we should not compromise
false negatives to reduce false positives.

3 DATASETS

In this section, we first introduce the ground truth used to
analyze the difference between origin hijacking and legitimate
MOAS. We then introduce the historical BGP data used to
capture the behavior characteristics for each MOAS.

3.1 Ground truth Dataset
As described in Section 2, due to the lack of ground truth,
previous works simply summarize several reasons behind
limited cases. In this work, we first build a ground truth dataset
including reliable origin hijackings and legitimate MOAS
conflicts. In order to facilitate the analysis of the relationships
between multiple origin ASes, each ground truth MOAS only
contains two ASes. Table 1 describes the size of the ground
truth dataset.

Origin hijackings: BGPmon [2] is a popular commercial
company that provides hijacking detection services and re-
ports observed hijacking events daily. By collecting records
from BGPmon, we first extract 2,223 reported origin hijack-
ing events occurred between February 1, 2020 and April 30,
2021. Each event has four attributes: the hijacker ASN, the
victim ASN, the prefix announced by the hijacker, and the
affected prefix owned by the victim.

Since BGPmon is known to feature false positives [48],
we manually validate the 2,223 events using four filters, i.e.
Route Origin Validation (ROV) filter [36], Internet Routing
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Table 1: Ground truth Dataset (From February 1, 2020 to April 30, 2021).

legitimate exact MOAS legitimate subMOAS exact prefix hijacking subprefix hijacking
Number 499 1866 867 476

Registry (IRR) filter [8], topology filter [48], and MOAS dura-
tion filter. ROV is executed using Route Origin Authorizations
(ROAs) which specify the prefixes that each AS is authorized
to announce. IRR has recorded much prefix ownership in-
formation provided by 25 routing registries including five
Regional Internet Registries (RIRs). By using the latest ROAs
and IRR information, we filter out 281 events of the 2,223
events. For example, on December 21, 2020, BGPmon re-
ported that AS 133929 hijacked two sub prefixes of prefix
45.200.0.0/16 which was normally announced by AS 134548.
By looking up AS 133929 in ROAs, we find that AS 133929
has been authorized to be the valid origin of the two sub pre-
fixes since December 29, 2020, i.e. eight days after the event.
This fact indicates that this event is not an origin hijacking
but a legitimate MOAS conflict.

Then, we use the topology filter proposed by Schlamp et
al. and filter out other 113 events. For example, on February
20, 2020, BGPmon reported that AS 207952 hijacked a same
prefix 176.100.40.0/22 of AS57439. By checking the ASN
path of the suspicious BGP announcement, we find AS 57439
was located at upstream of AS 207952, indicating that AS
57439 allowed this BGP announcement to pass and approved
this behavior.

Furthermore, since most origin hijackings are short-
lived [28, 38, 56], we design an empirical MOAS duration
filter. The filtering rule is that, within ten days after each
event, if the hijacker continues to originate the affected prefix
for more than three days or for a longer time than the victim
does, it is considered a legitimate event. Finally, we filter out
other 485 events and remain 1,344 events. For example, on
October 2, 2020, BGPmon observed that AS 39404 hijacked a
sub prefix 193.221.130.6/24 of prefix 193.221.128.0/19 which
was normally announced by AS 35201. Although these two
prefix-origin pairs are not present in the most recent global
routing tables, AS 39404 had been continuously announc-
ing prefix 193.221.130.6/24 for more than five months since
October 2, 2020.

To evaluate the reliability of the 1,344 events, we try to
email each victim to confirm whether it was hijacked. We find
the contact of each victim through Whois [24] and send an
email to each victim. The note1 contains the time, the affected
prefix, and the hijacker AS of the event. Since most of the vic-
tims’ contact information is out of date or even not available,
we only receive 37 replies. Six of the respondents are from the
United States, and the rest are almost evenly distributed across
17 different countries including Brazil, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Germany, Singapore, Australia, Seychelles and Rus-

1We show the note content in appendix.

sia. They are mainly cloud service companies (such as cloud
computing services, CDN services, etc.), ISP operators, equip-
ment vendors and research institutions.

Of the 37 replies, 36 confirm the hijacking, while one sug-
gests it was a "probably legitimate" anycast test. We note that
of the 36 confirmed hijacking events, several hijacking events
were carried out by the same hijacker at the same time, which
means that the hijacker was hijacking multiple victims simul-
taneously. We further find that the hijacker of the confirmed
hijacking event was also responsible for some events of the
unconfirmed 1307 events at the same time2. So, we consider
these events as highly reliable origin hijacking events. In
this way, we additionally identify 255 origin hijacking events.
However, the “hijacker” of the confirmed legitimate MOAS
event did not "hijack" more "victims" at the same time. We do
not identify more legitimate MOAS events. We use Clopper-
Pearson method to calculate the confidence intervals for the
two experiments with a 95% confidence level [4]. For the
first experiment (36 positive samples and 1 negative sample),
the confidence interval is [0.8584, 0.9993]. For the second
experiment (291 positive samples and 1 negative sample), the
confidence interval is [0.9811, 0.9999].

Finally, we drop the "probably legitimate" event and take
the remaining 1,343 events as ground truth origin hijackings.
In addition, we also send emails for those events filtered out
by the MOAS duration filter and receive 12 replies. Each
confirms that it was legitimate, indicating that the MOAS
duration filter is valid.

Legitimate MOAS conflicts: Unlike origin hijackings,
less ground truth on legitimate MOAS conflicts is available ex-
cept for limited cases described in previous works. Resource
Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [27] is a public key infras-
tructure framework designed to associate prefixes with valid
origin ASes, i.e. ROA. Although the deployment rate of RPKI
is only about 30%, we find that MOAS is quite common in
ROAs. We extract a total of 8,477 legitimate MOAS conflicts
from ROAs, but keep only those legitimate MOAS conflicts
that also appear in global routing tables to avoid misconfigu-
rations [11]. Eventually, we extract 2,365 legitimate MOAS
conflicts, including 499 exact legitimate MOAS conflicts and
1,866 sub legitimate MOAS conflicts. Each legitimate MOAS
conflict has the same four attributes as the origin hijacking. In
particular, in each exact legitimate MOAS conflict, we select
the AS announcing the prefix later as the "hijacker" and the

2In most cases, multiple events occurred in the same second. But when a
hijacker hijacked a large number of prefixes, different events might occur in
different seconds, but mostly in the same minute. In this case, we consider
events that occurred consecutively within a minute to be carried out at the
same time.
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AS announcing the prefix earlier as the "victim", which is con-
sistent with current detection mechanisms. While in each sub
legitimate MOAS conflict, the AS announcing a more specific
prefix is considered the "hijacker" and the AS announcing a
less specific prefix is considered the "victim".

3.2 Historical BGP Data
To capture transient characteristics when each MOAS con-
flict occurred, we use RIPE RIS [12] and Route Views [14]
to download historical BGP data from February 1, 2020 to
April 30, 2021. RIPE RIS and Route Views are two publicly
available services that collect BGP data from route collectors
(RCs) worldwide. Each RC collects BGP routing tables and
BGP updates from its peering ASes, which are also called
vantage points (VPs). We use BGPstream [3], a tool proposed
by CAIDA [6], to access these BGP data. In addition, when
evaluating the practical recall of MOAS classifier and the cost
of T hemis, we download historical BGP data from May 1,
2021 to September 30, 2021.

4 MOAS CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, we first study the potential relationships be-
tween origin ASes in legitimate MOAS conflicts and then
develop hypotheses on hijackers’ behavioral characteristics
when hijacking. Based on the analysis, we identify six domi-
nant characteristics: exact prefix or sub prefix, rank difference,
business relationship, geographical relationship, announce-
ment stability and hijacking activity.

4.1 Exact Prefix or Sub Prefix
The definitions of exact prefix and sub prefix are described in
Section 2. This characteristic can be obtained naturally when
an MOAS conflict is detected. Although our purpose is to
distinguish origin hijacking and legitimate MOAS regardless
of the affected prefix, we note that exact legitimate MOAS
and sub legitimate MOAS are significantly different in some
characteristics. Furthermore, we are surprised to find that sub
legitimate MOAS even resembles origin hijacking in some
characteristics. We intuitively assume that exact legitimate
MOAS and sub legitimate MOAS are caused by different
operations. In order to understand the difference between
origin hijacking and legitimate MOAS, we divide MOAS into
four types, i.e. exact legitimate MOAS, sub legitimate MOAS,
exact origin hijacking, and sub origin hijacking.

4.2 Rank Difference
We collect customer cone information for each AS from
CAIDA AS rank [1]. The customer cone size of an AS is
the number of ASes that can be reached from the AS follow-
ing only provider-to-customer (P2C) links. The AS with a
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Figure 2: Rank difference of individual MOAS types.
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Figure 3: Proportion of different business relationships in
individual MOAS types.

larger customer cone size gets a higher rank and ASes with
equal customer cone sizes get the same rank. To some ex-
tent, an AS’s rank reflects its influence. We are interested in
the rank difference between two origin ASes in the MOAS
conflict. To this end, we rank 71,665 ASes based on their
customer cone sizes. We find that most Tier 1 ASes are in the
top 20, where AS 3356 (a large Tier 1 AS owned by Level 3)
ranks the first because it owns the largest customer cone size.
While all stub ASes rank at the bottom with a rank of 366.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of rank difference of the four
MOAS types. We find the overall rank difference of exact
legitimate MOAS is much smaller than the other three MOAS
types, and 80% of exact legitimate MOAS conflicts have a
rank difference of 0. We speculate that an AS is more willing
to cooperate with another AS with similar influence, and they
may announce the same prefixes for commercial purposes.
However, this phenomenon is not prevalent in the other three
types of MOAS.

Another important finding is that sub legitimate MOAS
has a similar distribution to origin hijacking. Moreover, only
about 10% of sub legitimate MOAS have a rank difference
of 0, even lower than exact origin hijacking and sub origin
hijacking. We intuitively assume that exact legitimate MOAS
and sub legitimate MOAS are two different MOAS patterns.
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Sub legitimate MOAS may happen when a smaller AS buys or
borrows a more specific prefix from a larger AS but the larger
AS still announces the less-specific prefix for convenience.
Besides, we find influential ASes rarely have misconfigura-
tions or participate in malicious attacks to maintain public
credibility. In more than 65% of origin hijackings, the hijack-
ers are stub ASes.

We also calculate the difference in customer cone sizes for
each type of MOAS. The distribution is similar to Figure 2.

4.3 Business Relationship

Inspired by the results in Section 4.2 and the case in Section 2,
we assume that there must be potential business relationships
between ASes in legitimate MOAS conflicts. We measure
the proportion of different business relationships, i.e. organi-
zation relationship, provider-to-customer relationship (P2C),
peer-to-peer relationship (P2P), and Internet exchange Point
relationship (IXP), in individual MOAS types. We use P2C
and P2P information inferred by AS-Rank [1,43], and use AS
organization information and IXP information provided by
CAIDA [5, 7].

As shown in Figure 3, there is a clear distinction between
legitimate MOAS and origin hijacking in terms of the pro-
portion of P2C relationship and organizational relationship.
More specifically, the exact legitimate MOAS prefers to hap-
pen within the same organization while the sub legitimate
MOAS is more likely to occur between a provider and its cus-
tomer. However, P2P and IXP relationships are not as highly
correlated with legitimate MOAS as expected.

It’s noted that using business relationships to investigate
MOAS is not novel. Schlamp et al. have used organiza-
tion data to build a rule-based filter. The filter treats MOAS
conflicts that satisfy organization relationship as legitimate
MOAS conflicts and others as origin hijackings. However, the
filtering rule has some limitations in accuracy. In Figure 3,
85.26% of sub legitimate MOAS conflicts and 0.78% origin
hijackings do not obey this filtering rule. These origin hijack-
ings may be caused by misconfigurations or wrong operations
and can lead to serious routing problems as well. For exam-
ple, on February 20, 2020, BGPmon raised an alarm that AS
20773 hijacked the prefix 173.201.64.0/23 of AS 44273. AS
20773 and AS 44273 are owned by a same German organi-
zation but are located in different regions. Particularly, AS
20773 has never announced prefix 173.201.64.0/23 before and
after that day. Finally, the overall accuracy of the filter from
our ground truth dataset is just 52.86%. To make better use of
organization information, we feed organization relationship
as one feature to an ML classifier, achieving better accuracy.
The performance of the ML classifier will be described in
Section 5.
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Figure 4: Proportion of different geographical relationships
in individual MOAS types.

4.4 Geographical Relationship

Considering victims of origin hijackings could be located
anywhere globally, we expect ASes in the legitimate MOAS
conflict to be geographically close to each other. We focus
on three geographical relationships: adjacency, located in
the same country, and located in the same RIR. We extract
adjacency relationship information from global routing tables
and collect the country and RIR information of each AS from
the websites of the five RIRs.

Figure 4 demonstrates our hypothesis. Most legitimate
MOAS conflicts happen within the same country or the same
RIR. Other legitimate MOAS conflicts may be caused by
multinational companies. In particular, the proportion of adja-
cency relationship in sub legitimate MOAS is greatly higher
than the other three MOAS types, which further reinforces
our view that most sub legitimate MOAS conflicts are due to
IP address transfer between providers and customers. How-
ever, some hijackers are also located near the victims, if, e.g.,
the hijacker has a route leak or misconfiguration problem.
Nonetheless, these characteristics separate origin hijackings
and legitimate MOAS conflicts well.

Using business relationship information from AS-Rank
and adjacency relationship information from global routing
tables, we excavate more specific geographical relationships
between every two origin ASes in the MOAS conflict, includ-
ing the number of common neighbors, the number of common
providers, the number of common customers and the number
of common peers. Figure 5 shows the results. We find that
even though only about 10% of hijackers are directly con-
nected to the victims in Figure 4, some hijackers and victims
may have hundreds of neighbors in common. For example,
AS 3549 hijacked a sub prefix of its customer AS 14537 on
March 24, 2020. Although AS 3549 ranks in the top 10 and
AS 14537 just ranks 351, AS 14537 has up to 1,210 neighbors
(11 providers, 1,185 peers, and 14 customers) of which 517
are also neighbors of AS 3549. On the contrary, we find ASes
in legitimate MOAS conflicts generally rank lower and have
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Figure 5: Number of common neighbors, providers, customers, and peers in individual MOAS types (LM is the short for
legitimate MOAS and OH is the short for origin hijacking).
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Figure 6: Average announcement activity of hijackers and
legitimate ASes.

fewer neighbors in common. We also note a large proportion
of common neighbors are peers as shown in Figure 5(d). This
may be because P2P relationships make up the majority in
AS-Rank. Besides, we cannot determine the business relation-
ships for parts of common neighbors because our business
relationship information is limited. We do not show them in
Figure 5.

4.5 Announcement Activity
We note that some hijackers do not appear in global routing
tables for a long time before hijacking, while legitimate ASes
usually announce prefixes in daily BGP updates. Therefore,
we do not expect hijackers to continuously announce a pre-
fix for long periods, especially those who frequently launch
malicious attacks. To investigate the announcement activity,
we download long-term historical BGP data and locate each
MOAS conflict according to the time it occurred. Unlike the
origin hijacking in which the identities of the hijacker and
the victim are clear, there are no hijacker and victim in a
legitimate MOAS conflict. So we artificially designate the
"hijacker" and the "victim" in each legitimate MOAS conflict,
as described in Section 3.

For each MOAS conflict, we capture all prefixes announced
by the "hijacker" in the last few days before the conflict and
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Figure 7: Hijacking activity of hijackers and legitimate ASes.

determine the days on which each prefix was originated from
the "hijacker". We set an increasing weight for each day in
chronological order, i.e. the weight for the Nth day is N2,
because we expect the AS announcing prefixes in more recent
days to be more like a legitimate AS than an AS announcing
prefixes only in earlier days. The announcement activity of
each prefix is the sum of weights of the days on which it was
originated from the "hijacker". The average announcement
activity of the "hijacker" is the average of the announcement
activity of each prefix.

For example, we calculate the average announcement activ-
ity of AS x in a 10-day historical time window. Assume AS
x announced two prefixes in the past 10 days. It announced
prefix 10.0.0.0/23 only in the first two days and announced
prefix 11.0.0.0/23 only in the last two days. Therefore, the
announcement activity of prefix 10.0.0.0/23 is 5, i.e. 12 plus
22. The announcement activity of prefix 11.0.0.0/23 is 181,
i.e. 92 plus 102. Finally, the average announcement activity
of AS x is an average of 5 and 181, i.e. 93.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the average announce-
ment activity of "hijackers" in a 10-day historical time win-
dow. We find that legitimate ASes almost continuously an-
nounce prefixes while the overall announcement activity of
real hijackers is much lower. In addition, we also calculate
announcement activity in diverse historical time windows.
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4.6 Hijacking Activity

Since the hijacker in a large hijacking incident may hijack
hundreds of victims at the same time, we try to measure the hi-
jacking activity for each "hijacker" in the ground truth dataset.
For each MOAS conflict, we go back to the time when it
occurred and count how many different possible "victims"
the "hijacker" hijacked simultaneously. Given that announc-
ing multiple BGP updates takes time, we treat events that
occurred in five seconds to be simultaneous.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of hijacking activity for
each type of MOAS. A hijacker may attack hundreds of vic-
tims simultaneously while a legitimate AS is generally present
in limited MOAS conflicts. Particularly, in about 10% of ex-
act origin hijackings, hijackers attack more than 200 victims
simultaneously. In the largest hijacking, on April 16, 2021,
a hijacker AS 55410 advertised a large number of prefixes
belonging to 1,285 different ASes simultaneously, severely
affecting Internet routing. On the contrary, legitimate ASes
rarely participate in more than 20 legitimate MOAS con-
flicts simultaneously. Similarly, we also measure how many
prefixes of the "victim" are hijacked by the “hijacker” simul-
taneously.

Besides, we find that the victims of large hijackings may
come from different countries and even different RIRs. To
quantify the geographic distribution of the victims, we calcu-
late the Gini coefficient of RIR distribution of "victims". A
Gini of 1 means all victims come from one RIR. The closer
the Gini coefficient is to 0, the more evenly the victims are dis-
tributed among the 5 RIRs. Figure 8 shows the distribution of
Gini coefficient for each type of MOAS. We observe that ori-
gin hijacking shows a higher Gini coefficient than legitimate
MOAS.

5 MOAS CLASSIFIER

Choice of Classifier: We train an ML model named MOAS
classifier to evaluate the applicability of characteristics above.
In particular, we choose the Extremely Randomized Trees
(Extra-Trees) classifier [31] because decision trees do not
require normalized data and perform well with heavy-tailed
data. The Extra-Trees classifier is an ensemble ML algorithm
that combines the predictions from multiple decision trees.
Unlike the traditional random forest classifier which always
chooses the optimum split, the Extra-Trees classifier splits
nodes at random and thus greatly reduces overfitting.

Model accuracy for parameter selection: To make the
most usage of the ground truth dataset, we use bootstrapping
samples in the training phase of individual trees and com-
pute the Out-Of-Bag (OOB) score. The OOB score is an
established method of measuring the prediction accuracy of
random forests. It is the mean prediction accuracy for each
training sample t computed by the trees that do not have t in
their bootstrap samples. It has been proved to be the general-
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Figure 8: Gini coefficient of victims’ RIR distribution.

ization accuracy of random trees and its result is approximate
to n-fold cross-validation test accuracy [33].

Feature selection and importance: We initially select 28
features that capture the six characteristics: exact prefix or
sub prefix, rank difference, business relationship, geographi-
cal relationship, announcement activity and hijacking activity.
For example, we check whether "hijacker" and "victim" of
each MOAS conflict are located in a same country and set
the result as a feature. We program our classifier using the
sklearn [47] library in Python and calculate the importance of
each feature using a drop-importance function. Specifically,
we drop each feature and calculate the OOB accuracy score
based on other features. If a feature is removed but OOB accu-
racy is improved, it proves that this feature compromises OOB
accuracy; otherwise, it proves that this feature makes positive
contributions to OOB accuracy. We find that features related
to geographical relationship are generally more important
than others. Besides, P2P relationship and IXP relationship
also make positive contributions to OOB accuracy. Instead,
the minimum announcement activity with a historical time
window of 10 days and the hijacking activity with a time win-
dow of 5 seconds compromise the OOB accuracy. Finally, we
select 26 features, all of which add positive OOB accuracy to
our classifier. The 26 features will be detailed in the appendix
and we plan to make the feature dataset and the results public
to allow for reproduction.

The trained classifier: Since the number of estimators and
max length are the two main parameters for decision trees, we
use a grid search to find the best parameters according to the
OOB accuracy. The final Extra-Trees model combines 350
estimators with a max length of 20 and the OOB accuracy
score is 95.49%, much higher than the score of organization
graph filter, i.e. 52.86%, computed in Section 4.3. We also
try to use different sampling technologies on our ground truth
dataset to train a better classifier but it has little improvement.

Practical performance: Due to the lack of ground truth on
legitimate MOAS conflicts, we can only find limited author-
itative information from RPKI. In practice, some legitimate
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MOAS conflicts may be more complicated and MOAS classi-
fier does not learn their characteristics. This may compromise
the practical performance of MOAS classifier. Therefore, we
further test it based on historical BGP data from May 1, 2021
to September 30, 2021. To evaluate the practical recall of
MOAS classifier, we collect reports from BGPmon during
this time and validate them using the four filters introduced
in Section 3, and eventually get 376 origin hijackings. In the
offline experiment, the practical recall of MOAS classifier is
99.20%. Given the confidence interval calculated in Section 3,
it can be considered that MOAS classifier rarely shows false
negatives in practice.

However, we find that MOAS classifier shows a higher
false positive rate than the result tested from the ground truth
dataset. Although it is still impractical to identify origin hi-
jacking solely based on MOAS classifier, MOAS classifier can
reduce the false positives of existing control-plane methods by
56.69%. These details will be described in Section 7. Inspired
by this result, in Section 6, we design a new origin hijack-
ing detection system T hemis by combing MOAS classifier
and data-plane probing. By using MOAS classifier, T hemis
filters out as many legitimate MOAS conflicts as possible
before data-plane probing and thus significantly accelerates
the detection.

6 Themis: A NEW ORIGIN HIJACKING
DETECTION SYSTEM

6.1 Overview

Figure 9 shows the architecture of T hemis. It receives live
BGP updates from RIS Live [13] and detects MOAS con-
flicts based on the local prefix ownership database. After that,
instead of directly probing all MOAS conflicts like Argus,
T hemis uses MOAS classifier to filter out as many legitimate

MOAS conflicts as possible. Since MOAS classifier rarely
shows false negatives, T hemis only needs to probe and verify
the rest events i.e. potential hijackings, and thus dramatically
reduces verification costs and latency. Eventually, T hemis
combines reachability information and route status collected
from looking glasses to identify origin hijackings from poten-
tial hijackings.

The biggest problem of advanced detection mechanisms is
that the high false positive rate of the existing control plane
greatly increases the verification cost and latency. To address
this problem, T hemis makes two main improvements on the
control plane of Argus. The first is that we collect additional
prefix ownership information from RPKI and IRR to optimize
the monitor of Argus. The second is that we use MOAS clas-
sifier to filter out a large part of legitimate MOAS conflicts
before data-plane probing, which is the main contribution
of T hemis. T hemis uses the same data-plane probing and
identification method as Argus to ensure detection accuracy.

6.2 Building Prefix Ownership Database
Prefix ownership refers to the association between a prefix
and its legitimate origin ASes. Argus builds the prefix own-
ership database by extracting active prefix-origin pairs from
the last two months of historical BGP data. Suppose we need
to generate a prefix ownership database for May 1, 2021. In
the same way, we extract 1,077,196 IPv4 prefixes from his-
torical BGP data between March 1, 2021 and April 30, 2021.
Although these prefixes account for 84.53% of the allocated
IPv4 address space, historical BGP data does not contain al-
located but unannounced prefixes. Hijackers may squat these
prefixes to send spam or implement DDoS attacks. Moreover,
historical prefix ownership can be outdated since current oper-
ations may change the origin ASes of prefixes. Therefore, we
try to collect more prefix ownership information from RPKI
and IRR.
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Table 2: Statistics of different prefix ownership databases
(calculated on May 1, 2021).

Database Prefixes IPv4 Coverage Exclusive Prefixes
Historical BGP 1,077,196 84.53% 593,283

RPKI 186,955 26.20% 16,651
IRR (since 2011) 1,422,389 44.80% 955,758
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Figure 10: The work flow of Monitor.

Additional prefix ownership data: RPKI uses cryptogra-
phy to ensure the authenticity of prefix ownership information
in Route Origin Authorizations (ROAs) and encourages partic-
ipants to update their changes in prefix ownership in advance.
IRR has recorded a great deal of prefix ownership information
since 1995. However, IRR is widely criticized for its outdated
and inaccurate information, as it does not force providers to
update their information on time. In order to avoid as much
outdated data as possible, we only consider IRR data regis-
tered in the last 10 years and select the most updated AS as
the unique origin of each prefix.

Table 2 shows the statistics of historical BGP data, RPKI,
and IRR. As of May 1, 2021, RPKI recorded 186,955 IPv4
prefixes and IRR recorded 1,422,389 IPv4 prefixes, account-
ing for 26.20% and 44.80% of the allocated IPv4 address
space, respectively. Although the deployment rate of RPKI
was just 26.20%, it still had 16,651 exclusive prefixes. For
instance, prefix 192.188.82.0/23 is associated with four valid
origin ASes (AS 17444, AS 9269, AS 10103 and AS 9381) in
RPKI, but prefix 192.188.82.0/23 never appears in BGP and
IRR (since 2011).

6.3 Monitoring MOAS Conflicts
We use RIPE RIS Live [13] which normally provides live
BGP updates except for some abnormal cases to monitor
BGP updates. To drop outdated BGP updates, we only accept
BGP updates originated within 120 seconds since the Internet
often converges in less than 2 minutes. When receiving a live
BGP update, the monitor checks whether the prefix and the
origin AS of the received BGP update are consistent with local
prefix ownership databases. T hemis optimizes the monitor
of Argus by combing historical BGP validation, ROV, and

IRR validation to identify as many legitimate BGP updates as
possible. It is worth noting that although ROV is considered
to be highly reliable, recent researches [11, 30] have shown
that it also has serious false positives due to misconfiguration
or partial deployment.

Figure 10 illustrates the workflow of the monitor. The
"valid", "invalid", and "unknown" validity states of histor-
ical BGP validation and IRR validation are the same as those
of ROV [27], except that the max length attribute of each IPv4
prefix in historical BGP data and IRR data is considered as
32. To avoid outdated data from IRR, the monitor only uses
IRR’s exclusive prefixes. Upon receiving a live BGP update,
the monitor first checks the validity of its prefix and origin
AS using historical BGP validation and ROV, respectively. If
their decisions have at least one "valid" state, the BGP update
is legitimate. If there are two "invalid" states, or one "invalid"
state and one "unknown" state, the monitor outputs an MOAS
conflict. Only when both states are "unknown" will the moni-
tor use IRR validation to check the validity and make the final
decision. Our evaluation shows that the optimized monitor
can effectively reduce 15.27% false positives of the traditional
monitor which only uses historical BGP data.

Noted that an MOAS conflict can be composed of one
hijacker and multiple victims if the announced prefix is owned
by multiple ASes in the prefix ownership database. Each
MOAS conflict will be further verified by MOAS classifier. It
is also possible that the prefix and its less-specific prefixes are
not in any prefix ownership database, i.e. the final result of
IRR validation is still "unknown" state. In this case, T hemis
will directly probe and identify the authenticity of this BGP
update. In practice, this case seldom happens because the
three prefix ownership databases have contained more than
two million prefixes, covering more than 90% of allocated
IPv4 address space.

6.4 Filtering Legitimate MOAS

This module is the core and the main contribution of T hemis.
Upon receiving MOAS conflicts from the monitor, it clas-
sifies them into potential hijackings and legitimate MOAS
conflicts using the MOAS classifier trained in Section 5. If
there are multiple victims in one MOAS conflict, T hemis will
separately determine whether the hijacker and each victim
are legitimate MOAS. The MOAS conflict will be considered
a legitimate MOAS conflict if the hijacker and at least one
victim are deemed to announce the prefix legitimately. Other-
wise, it will be considered a potential hijacking. Since MOAS
classifier rarely shows false negatives in practice, T hemis only
needs to further probe these potential hijackings, a small sub-
set of all MOAS conflicts, to identify real origin hijackings.
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Figure 11: The 10-day moving average of MOAS conflicts
and potential hijackings (from May 1, 2021 to September 30,
2021).

6.5 Probing and Identifying Origin Hijacking
This module reproduces the data plane and identification
method of Argus. For each potential hijacking, T hemis first
selects the most appropriate IP address of the prefix from
a list of candidate live IP addresses which are collected by
Zmap [25] offline. T hemis then uses all available looking
glasses [9] which provide public service for probing to test
whether the IP address is reachable. Meanwhile, it also checks
whether the looking glasses are affected by the suspicious
BGP announcement. Finally, T hemis calculates a fingerprint
based on control-plane route status and data-plane reacha-
bility to determine whether the potential hijacking is a real
origin hijacking. We do not go into the details of this part of
work since they are explicitly described in the Argus paper.
Since MOAS classifier rarely has false negatives and T hemis
uses the same data plane and identification method as Argus,
the overall accuracy of T hemis is almost the same as Argus.

7 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the cost and latency of T hemis
and compare them with those of Argus. Since T hemis uses
the same data plane as Argus, the only thing that can compro-
mise detection accuracy is the false negative rate of T hemis’s
MOAS classifier. Although the accuracy and recall of MOAS
classifier have been evaluated in Section 5 and it rarely has
false negative problems, we further evaluate the false nega-
tive rate of T hemis and propose a priority T hemis which can
achieve 0 false negative.

7.1 Cost of Themis
To test the cost of Themis, we download historical BGP up-
dates between May 1, 2021 and September 30, 2021 using 95
full VPs of RIPE RIS. The 95 full VPs are distributed across
the five RIRs, thus forming a global perspective. During this

Table 3: Distribution of the number of concurrent MOAS
conflicts in alerts (from November 1, 2021 to December 31,
2021).

# of concurrent MOAS conflicts Proportion
1 74.33%
2 11.18%
3 4.56%
4 2.94%

≥ 5 6.99%

Table 4: Distribution of the number of concurrent potential
hijackings in alerts (from November 1, 2021 to December 31,
2021).

# of concurrent potential hijackings Proportion
0 32.59%
1 51.05%
2 7.28%
3 2.84%%
4 1.80%

≥ 5 4.44%

time, T hemis detects 112,655 MOAS conflicts and classifies
48,794 as potential hijackings. Figure 11 shows the 10-day
moving average of MOAS conflicts and potential hijackings.
We find that MOAS classifier reduces MOAS conflicts by an
average of 56.69%. Especially, it reduces MOAS conflicts
by up to 88.24% on June 25, 2021. Note that the 56.69%
reduction is separate from the 15.27% reduction mentioned
in Section 6.

Moreover, we note that MOAS conflicts do not occur evenly.
It is frequently observed that multiple MOAS conflicts occur
simultaneously and existing detection approaches have to
verify every conflict using data-plane probing, which is the
main cause of high latency. Therefore, we online run T hemis
for 60 days from November 1, 2021 to December 30, 2021 and
focus on the real-time verification cost and latency, especially
when dealing with concurrent MOAS conflicts. Here, we give
the definition of an alert: an alert contains all MOAS conflicts
that occurred at the same time.

We find T hemis still works well when handling concur-
rent MOAS conflicts, since MOAS classifier filters out most
concurrent legitimate MOAS conflicts. Table 3 shows the
distribution of the number of concurrent MOAS conflicts in
alerts. Most alerts contain less than 5 concurrent MOAS con-
flicts, but 6.99% of alerts contain more concurrent MOAS
conflicts with a max peak of 59. We call those alerts contain-
ing more than 4 concurrent MOAS conflicts crucial alerts,
since they usually cause high verification latency in existing
hijacking detection systems. As a contrast, Table 4 shows the
distribution of the number of concurrent potential hijackings
in the same alerts. The comparison shows that MOAS classi-
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Figure 12: The number of concurrent MOAS conflicts and
potential hijackings in crucial alerts (from November 1, 2021
to December 31, 2021).

fier significantly reduces the number of concurrent conflicts
that should be probed and identified in most cases. What’s
more, in 32.59% of alerts, the number of potential hijackings
is 0. More specifically, we find 93.8% of these alerts come
from alerts containing less than 5 MOAS conflicts and the
rest 6.2% come from crucial alerts.

We particularly measure the distribution of the number of
concurrent MOAS conflicts and potential hijackings in all
crucial alerts during the 60 days. As shown in Figure 12, the
classifier greatly reduces the costs for probing when dealing
with crucial alerts. In more than 60% of crucial alerts, all
concurrent MOAS conflicts are classified as legitimate MOAS
conflicts, so T hemis does not need to probe in these cases.
Besides, crucial alerts with less than 5 potential hijackings ac-
count for more than 80%. Therefore, T hemis not only reduces
verification costs by an average of 56.69%, but also signifi-
cantly reduces verification costs when dealing with crucial
alerts.

Combination of MOAS classifier and topology filter:
We are interested in whether adding a topology filter to the
control plane of T hemis can improve the performance. We
first replace MOAS classifier with a topology filter and find
that topology filter can reduce verification costs by 27.75% on
average. Then, we combine MOAS classifier with topology
filter. Our evaluation shows that this combination reduces ver-
ification costs by an additional 14.10% on the basis of MOAS
classifier, indicating that using topology filter can filter out
more legitimate MOAS conflicts. It is highly recommended
that the topology filter be introduced to T hemis. However,
to evaluate the performance of MOAS classifier separately,
topology filter is not considered in this section.

7.2 Latency of Themis
We also run Argus during the same 60 days to compare the
detection latency of T hemis with Argus. T hemis only probes
and verifies potential hijackings, while Argus needs to probe
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Figure 13: Detection latency of Themis and Argus (from
November 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021).

and verify all MOAS conflicts. In the real world, probing al-
ways has high costs in time because of the limitations of pub-
licly available looking glasses and the time-consuming nature
of ping operation. We cannot probe multiple IP addresses si-
multaneously by multi-threading since existing looking glass
services limit the frequency of access. Therefore, we run
T hemis and Argus in a practical way that a conflict should
wait to be probed until the previous one is fully identified. The
time used for logging in to existing looking glasses and prob-
ing an IP address ranges from 15 to 25 seconds. Figure 13
shows the distribution of detection latency (i.e. from the time
when the BGP update is observed to the time when it is identi-
fied as an origin hijacking) of T hemis and Argus. Overall, the
detection latency of T hemis is much shorter than Argus. It
is because T hemis generally probes much fewer events than
Argus, especially when dealing with crucial alerts.

7.3 False negative of Themis

Although MOAS classifier rarely shows false negatives in the
offline experiment, we further evaluate the false negative rate
of T hemis in the 60-day online experiment.

To this end, we verify all MOAS conflicts including the
legitimate MOAS conflicts classified by MOAS classifier. In
the 60-day online experiment, we finally identify 146 exact
origin hijackings and 10 sub origin hijackings. By comparing
with the results of T hemis, we find that only 1 origin hijacking
is mistakenly considered as a legitimate MOAS conflict by
T hemis. The false negative rate of T hemis is extremely low,
i.e. 0.65%.

Trade-offs between false negative and probing cost: Al-
though it misses 1 origin hijacking during the 60 days, we
argue that, in practice the real-time performance of origin
hijacking detector outweighs the little false negative. To make
up for the loss, we also design an alternative implementation
of T hemis, namely priority T hemis. In priority T hemis, the
legitimate MOAS conflicts determined by MOAS classifier
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should also be probed with a lower priority than potential
hijackings. In this way, priority T hemis can guarantee 0 false
negative and achieves almost the same detection latency as the
ordinary T hemis. As the first effort to distinguish legitimate
MOAS and potential hijackings in real time based on control-
plane MOAS characteristics, T hemis meets the expectations
in Section 2.2.

8 RELATED WORK

Existing hijacking detection approaches can be classified into
three categories based on the type of information they use.

Control-plane approaches [32, 41, 50] passively monitor
BGP updates and detect changes in the origin of a prefix. They
simply consider all MOAS conflicts as origin hijackings, re-
sulting in high false positives. To address this problem, a self-
operated control-plane approach Artemis [50] is proposed.
Artemis can accurately differentiate origin hijackings from
legitimate MOAS conflicts with private knowledge. However,
it is unable to verify the authenticity of routes for prefixes it
does not own. Imai et al. [37] try to determine the risk for
each MOAS conflict based on fixed rules. However, their di-
vision of MOAS conflicts is coarse-grained. Papadopoulos et
al. [46] and Cho et al. [29] also try to train a ML classifier to
distinguish legitimate MOAS from origin hijacking. However,
they are either not suitable for real-time detection or do not
capture the general characteristics of legitimate MOAS.

Data-plane approaches [53, 55] continuously use tracer-
outes or pings to probe fixed IP addresses and raise alarms
when they detect changes in the reachability or data paths.
By analysing the reachability information, these approaches
achieve high accuracy. However, they suffer from poor scal-
ability, since they require a large number of active measure-
ments. Moreover, they cannot detect sub origin hijackings
because they only probe a few specific IP addresses for each
prefix.

Hybrid approaches [35, 51] combine control-plane ap-
proaches and data-plane approaches. The state-of-the-art, Ar-
gus [51], first detects all MOAS conflicts on the control plane.
Then, Argus probes each MOAS conflict to identify real origin
hijackings. Due to the high positives on control plane, Argus
wastes lots of resources to probe and identify the large num-
ber of legitimate MOAS conflicts, which greatly increases
verification costs and detection latency. Schlamp et al. [48]
propose three rule-based filters to identify legitimate MOAS,
i.e. relationship graph filter, topology filter, and SSL/TLS fil-
ter. As described above, the performance of the first two filters
is not as good as our MOAS classifier. The latter filter requires
additional data-plane scans, increasing verification cost and
latency.

9 DISCUSSION

Limitations: Legitimate MOAS conflicts in ground truth
are not generalized enough, so data-plane is still needed in
Themis. It is because less ground truth on legitimate MOAS
conflicts is available except for RPKI. MOAS classifier distin-
guishes legitimate MOAS and potential hijacking solely based
on the explicit characteristics described in Section 4. A sophis-
ticated origin hijacking may evade detection by masquerading
as a legitimate MOAS conflict. Even so, these characteristics
can greatly limit the target scope and hijacking activity of
the hijacker. Another limitation of this work is that Themis
only focuses on origin hijackings. The detection for other
types of route hijacking will be considered in future work.
In addition, we use the same data plane and identification
method from Argus, which means that T hemis is unable to
detect the hijacking if the attracted traffic is manipulated or
eavesdropped and then sent to the victim. Given this situation,
manual verification is still necessary. However, it is worth not-
ing that T hemis can greatly accelerate the detection compared
to Argus.

Future work: In the future, we plan to collect more ground
truth data to improve the practical performance of MOAS
classifier. Our ultimate goal is to completely remove the data-
planing probing and identify origin hijacking by MOAS clas-
sifier only. Besides, we plan to establish a comprehensive
hijacking detection system for all types of route hijacking,
including AS-path hijacking, policy hijacking and hybrid hi-
jacking. We also plan to monitor BGP updates with IPv6
prefixes since IPv6 has become more and more popular on
the Internet. Furthermore, we plan to use additional valuable
information to better identify origin hijacking. For example,
the Don’t Route Or Peer List (DROP) [23] contains a set of
prefixes and ASNs that are controlled by spammers or cyber
criminals. BGP updates with these prefixes and ASNs are
most likely malicious attacks. The Mutually Agreed Norms
for Routing Security (MANRS) [10] is a global initiative to
secure the Internet, so its participants are less likely to partici-
pate in origin hijackings. In addition, the transfer information
of IP and ASNs [18] published by five RIRs can be greatly
useful as well.

10 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigate the difference between legitimate
MOAS and origin hijacking. We use six dominant characteris-
tics that can accurately separate them. Based on the character-
istics, we train the MOAS classifier to distinguish legitimate
MOAS and potential hijacking automatically. We propose
a new origin hijacking detection system, T hemis, based on
MOAS classifier. The accuracy and recall of MOAS classifier
are 95.49% and 99.20%, respectively. By using the classifier,
T hemis greatly accelerates the detection of origin hijackings
and achieves almost the same accuracy as Argus.
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Appendix A FEATURE SET

Table 5: The feature set (sorted by feature importance).

same country
adjacency relationship

P2C relationship
exact prefix or sub prefix

same RIR
organization relationship

average announcement activity in a 10-day historical time window
rank of "hijacker"

hijacking activity in 2 seconds
customer cone size of "hijacker"
customer cone size of "victim"
hijacking activity in 1 second
customer cone size difference

Gini coefficient
number of common neighbors
number of common providers

max announcement activity in a 10-day historical time window
rank of "victim"
rank difference

number of common peers
IXP relationship

number of affected prefixes of the "victim" in 2 seconds
number of affected prefixes of the "victim" in 1 seconds
number of affected prefixes of the "victim" in 5 seconds

number of common customers
P2P relationship

Appendix B THE NOTE CONTENT

Hello, I am a researcher from Tsinghua University. Our re-
search focuses on monitoring BGP hijacking and maintaining
Internet routing security. We observed a possible BGP hi-
jacking event. <prefix a> was normally announced by <AS
x>. However, at <time>, the same prefix (or a more specific
prefix) <prefix b> was announced by <AS y>.

We find this contact of the victim <AS x> through Whois
and we would like to confirm whether this was a legitimate
operation or BGP hijacking. We look forward to your reply,
as it is very important for both your routing security and our
research.
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